
 

 

HOLIDAYS HOMEWORK 2016-17 

CLASS IX 

 

 

 

ENGLISH 
Q1. Read Gulliver’s Travels (Part I & II)and write chapter wise summary in Scrap book. 

  Q2. Write a diary entry every fortnight, describing what you did in the past fifteen days. 

Describe the good and bad moments you experienced in your diary entry. (in Scrap book) 

 

MATHEMATICS 

A)SOLVE THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS:-  

1.How many Sacks are required for filling 1026 kg of rice if each sack is filled with 114 kg of rice. 
       a. 10                    b. 13                      c. 9                      d. 7 
2.The ratio  between present age of Tarun & Varun is 3:7.After four years Varun’s age will be 39 
years.What was Tarun’s age four years ago. 
       a. 11                     b. 14                      c.5                      d.18 

3. of  of 540. 

       a.  135                  b. 105                     c. 60                 d. 200 
4. What will be the next term. 
                       23   32   45   62   83   ? 
        a.  105                  b. 98                        c.108                d.120 
5.Length of rectangle is 24cm,which is 10cm more than the diameter of circle. What is  the area of 
circle. 
        a. 132                    b. 154                       c.90                   d.60 
6.A train running at the speed of 90km/h crosses a platform double its length is 365.What is the 
length of Platform in meter. 
         a. 480                    b. 700                      c.600                 d.530 
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7.The mean of Five Consecutive no. is 7.Which is the highest no. 
           a.  12                    b. 6                           c. 7                      d.9 
8.Amit purchased a book with 10% discount on labeled price. How much did he pay if the labeled 
price was Rs. 600. 
           a.540                    b.340                        c. 640                      d.740 
9.  64% of ?=723 +45. 
            a. 1000                  b.1250                      c.1200                   d.1400 
10.If the three fourth of a number is Subtracted from the number,the value so obtained is 
163.What is the no. 
            a. 558                      b.652                       c.700                        d. 350 
11.It is required to get 40% marks to pass an exam.A candidate scored 200 marks and failed by 8 
marks.What were the maximum marks of that exam. 
              a .  420                   b. 400                      c.508                          d. 520 
12.A sum of money fetches rs. 240 as simple interest at the rate of 5 % p.a. after 6 years. what is 
the principal? 
               a. 800                      b.1200                    c.1000                          d.900 
13.16 men can complete a work in 12 days.In how many days will 24 men complete the same 
work.  
                 a. 12                       b.8                            c.10                              d. 14 

14. =  

                   a.  42                     b.38                          c.32                                d. 33 
15.At each corner of Square park with side equal to 40m,there is a  flower bed in the form of a 
sector of radius 14m.What is the area of the remaining part of the park. 
                   a.  942                     b.838                          c.984                                d. 884 
 
B)WRITE ALL THE FORMULAS OF THE FOLLOWING CHAPTERS ON A CHART PAPER: 

 NUMBER SYSTEM 

 POLYNOMIALS 

 COORDINATE GEOMETRY 

 

IT 

Referring to the last pages of your Computer book, create one of the best Poster/Report in OpenOffice Writer 

covering any one of the following topic- 

 IT Inventors 

 Latest updates on IT 

 IT Terminology 

Bring the hard copy of the same. 

 



HINDI 
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SCIENCE 

1. 

 

Choose any one  of the following: 

 

2. 

 



 

  

 

3. Draw graphic organizers depicting differences between: 

a. Speed and velocity 
b. Distance and displacement 
c. Acceleration and retardation 

SST 

Prepare a project file with following details: 

1. The total length of the project report should not be more than 10written pages of (A-4 size). 

2. The project report should be handwritten with original drawings, illustrations and creative use of materials. 

3. The project report should be presented in a neatly bound simple folder. 

4. The project report should be developed and presented in this order 

 Cover page showing project title, student information, school and year. 

 List of contents with page numbers.  

 Acknowledgements (acknowledging the institution, offices and libraries visited and persons who have 

helped).  

 Chapters with relevant headings.  

 Summary and conclusions based on findings.   

 Suggested Projects [Do any ONE project] 

Women’s Role in History  

1. World Peace and Security  

2. Changing area under Forest and its impact on Environment  

3. Conservation of Natural Resources  

4. Water Resources  

5. Analyzing the composition of the Lok Sabha 

6. Elections in India  



 

 


